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1. INTRODUCTION AND PROPOSAL DESCRIPTION  

1.1 This Planning Statement, prepared by Ferguson Planning, is submitted to Scottish Borders 

Council on behalf of the Applicants, Mr and Mrs Jackson.  Keith Renton Architects have 

submitted a full drawing pack outlining the proposal at Folly Cottage, Kelso.  

1.2 The purpose of this Statement is to provide a good level of understanding of the application site 

and the context within which it lies, before providing background to the proposed development 

and its compliance with planning policy.   

1.3 The site is situated within the Bowmont valley, 3 miles south of Town Yetholm, on the lower 

eastern slopes of Crookedshaws Hill, overlooking the Bowmont Water. A track leads uphill from 

the roadside (the eastern boundary), where the building sits is on an elevation above The Folly 

Hope Burn, which forms the western boundary of this site. The southern boundary rises and is 

laid to improved grass, enclosed in a stock fence. The site is also situated with the Cheviot 

Foothills SLA. 

1.4 The extract below indicates in red the defined plot for the purpose of the single dwellinghouse 

and associated works.  

 

 

 



 

 

Proposal  

1.5 Careful consideration has been given to the design and layout of the proposal to ensure the 

scale and character of the dwelling is in keeping with that of the original farmhouse. The existing 

external walls of the existing farmhouse are linear in nature with a separate former outbuilding 

adjoining creating a rough L shape format.  

1.6 The proposed dwelling follows the existing linear farmhouse footprint, with the removal of the 

square L section on the south eastern side of the original dwelling. The proposal includes 

external extensions to the north and south as smaller subservient single storey elements (west 

wing and east wing).  

1.7 There is a detached garage proposed towards the north west of the subject site, situated 

adjacent the hedge line on the northern boundary.  

1.8 With a completely new building being proposed the constructional detailing has been amended  

to achieve very high standards of thermal and energy efficiency.  This has been achieved by: 

1. Increasing the thermal performance of the external envelope (ground floor, 

external walls, roofs, windows and doors 

2. Careful detailing to improve air tightness and installation of a MVHR unit 

(mechanical ventilation with heat recovery) 

3. Detailing to reduce/eliminate cold bridging at external junctions 

1.9 The effect of the above measures along with the use of an air source heat pump for heating and 

hot water along with the installation of Solar PV panels means the house as now designed 

achieves a carbon dioxide emission rate which is 50% lower than that required by the current 

building regulations.   

1.10 The remainder of this statement considers relevant planning policy and thereafter provides a 

reasoned justification within the policy context. In addition to this statement the following 

drawings have been submitted as part of this application:  

• Location Plan Existing  

• Floor Plan Existing  

• NE and SE Elevations  

• Existing NW and SW Elevations  

• Proposed Ground Floor Plan  

• Proposed First Floor Plan  

• Proposed NE & NW Elevations  

• Proposed SW & SE Elevations  

• Proposed Garage Drawings 



 

 

Planning History  

1.11 The principle of residential development on the site was approved back in 2010 (10/00655/FUL) 

for the Reinstatement, alterations and extensions to derelict farmhouse. Development 

regarding the conditions on this application had commenced and works included the 

implementation of an agricultural steel net stock fencing and plantation of a mixed species 

hedgerow along the northern boundary. Works commenced also included the service layby and 

entrance at bellmouth have been formed in bitmac.  

1.12 A further application was submitted and approved for the Re-instatement, alterations and 

extension of former dwellinghouse and erection of detached garage (17/00104/FUL). The 

Applicant for this application remains the same as the Applicant for the previous 2017 

application. The design and positioning of the dwelling consented previously remains the same 

as that proposed. It is noted here the only difference is the scale of the proposed dwelling as a 

12.5 sq. reduction than that approved in the previous application.    

1.13 Therefore, the design and layout of the single dwelling has already been deemed acceptable.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

2. PLANNING POLICY CONTEXT 

2.1 This section provides an overview of key planning polices relevant to the proposed 

development. Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) sets out national planning polices and is a key 

material consideration in the determination of this application. The Development Plan is made 

up of the Strategic Development Plan for South East Scotland (SESPlan) and the Scottish Borders 

Local Development Plan (2016). 

Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) 2014    

2.2 SPP encourages rural development that supports prosperous and sustainable communities and 

businesses, whilst protecting and enhancing environmental quality. SPP provides that, where 

appropriate, the construction of single houses outwith settlements should be supported 

provided such are well sited and designed to fit with local landscape character, taking account 

of landscape protection and other plan policies.  

2.3 A key focus for SPP is the creation of well-designed, sustainable places and supporting 

sustainable economic growth and regeneration.  SPP creates a presumption in favour of 

development that contributes to sustainable development.  

2.4 Policies and decisions will be guided by key principles, including:   

▪ supporting good design and the six qualities of successful places;   

▪ making efficient use of existing capacities of land, buildings and 

infrastructure;   

▪ supporting climate change mitigation and adaption;   

▪ having regard to the principles of sustainable land use;    

▪ protecting, enhancing and promoting access to cultural and natural heritage;    

▪ reducing waste, facilitating its management and promoting resource 

recovery; and    

▪ avoiding over-development, protecting the amenity of new and existing 

development and considering the implications of development for water, air 

and soil quality. 

Scottish Borders Local Development Plan 2016 

2.5 The Scottish Borders Development Plan was adopted in 2016 and represents the most up to 

date development plan. It contains planning policies against which applications are assessed by 

the Planning Authority. 



 

 

2.6 The key planning policies in this instance being: 

▪ HD2 Housing in the Countryside 

▪ PMD2 Quality Standards 

▪ EP5: Special Landscape Area 

▪ EP8: Archaeology 

▪ EP13: Trees, Woodlands and Hedgerows 

Policy HD2 Housing in the Countryside 

2.7 The policy aims to allow appropriate conversions, restoration, and replacement in the 

countryside.  

(E) Replacement Dwellings 

2.8 Policy HD2, Part E, of the Local Development Plan 2016 supports replacement dwellings which 

fit the following criteria: 

A) The siting and design of the new building reflects and respects the historical 

building pattern and the character of the landscape setting. 

B) The proposal is in keeping with the existing/original building in terms of its scale, 

extent, form and architectural character. 

C) Significant alterations to the original character of the house will only be 

considered where is can be demonstrated that these provide environmental 

benefits such as a positive contribution to the landscape and/or a more 

sustainable and energy efficient design.  

Policy PMD2 Quality Standards 

2.9 This policy aims to ensure that all new development is of high quality and respects the 

environment within which it is contained. It covers a wide range of issues including 

sustainability, design and accessibility.  

EP5: Special Landscape Area 

2.10 In assessing proposals for development that may affect Special Landscape Areas, the Council 

will seek to safeguard landscape  quality and will have particular regard to the landscape impact 

of the proposed development, including the visual impact.  

 



 

 

EP8: Archaeology 

2.11 The aim  of this policy is to give strong protection to any archaeological or historic assets from 

any potentially damaging development. Archaeological assets and historic buildings represent 

at irreplaceable part of the Scottish Borders heritage and environment. In addition to their 

inherent historical importance, they are of great interest and value for educational, recreational 

and tourism purposes.  

New housing in the Borders Countryside Supplementary Planning Guidance 

2.12 In assessing proposals for the rebuilding of existing dwellings and for the construction of new 

dwellings on derelict residential sites, the standard policy criteria will be applied. In these cases, 

there is also a requirement that:  

• there is substantial evidence of residential use on site.  

Substantial evidence would require that:  

• the walls of the former residential property are substantially intact. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

3. POLICY COMPLIANCE  

Replacement Dwelling 

3.1 The principle of residential development on the site has already been deemed acceptable by 

the 10/00655/FUL application. The design and layout of this proposal has also already been 

deemed acceptable by the 17/00104/FUL application. 

3.2 The main difference being between both proposals is what policy the proposal has been 

assessed against. The previous application was approved on its compliance with policy HD2 (C) 

Conversions of Buildings to a house and this application is instead assessing the proposal against 

Policy HD2 (E) Replacement Dwellings. 

3.3 Following receipt of planning permission (ref: 17/00104/FUL) for the “Re-instatement, 

alterations and extensions of former dwelling house and erection of detached garage” at Folly 

Cottage work began on the detail design required for a building warrant application and 

tendering/construction purposes. 

3.4 It was only during this stage that the full extent of re-building and remodelling required to the 

existing structures became apparent and appreciated.  Two main areas of concern were 

identified which could affect the feasibility and practicality of safely working with the existing 

building. 

3.5 The areas of concern were: 

1. Excavations required for the ground floor slab and new foundations adjacent to the building. 

3.6 The combined impact of the constructional depth of the new floor slab and depth of adjacent 
foundations could potentially undermine and destabilise the remaining walls.   Large foundation 
stones which project beyond the face of the wall compound this problem as these would also 
need to be removed.  The only safe solution to the above would be to underpin all areas of wall 
affected. 

2. New and altered door and window openings within existing walls: 

3.7 The arrangement of new and altered openings requires large areas of existing walling to be 
removed.  With only shallow sections of wall above these openings remaining the feasibility of 
propping and retaining such small areas of wall is questionable.  In practical terms it’s likely 
areas above openings would be completely removed leaving only small stubs of wall retained 
between openings.  

3.8 Once the above came to light an assessment was made on the overall feasibly of working with 
the existing structure.  This assessment determined that even if the drawings and 
tender/construction documentation showed underpinning, propping and retention of the 
existing structures most contractors would be unwilling or unable to undertake these due to 



 

 

the uncertainties involved and safety concerns.  The response would likely be either a significant 
cost premium added to the tender or suggestions to knock down and re-build. 

3.9 With the above in mind it was clear that the most practical way forward was to prepare Warrant 
and construction drawings on the basis of demolition and rebuilding, albeit retaining the 
appearance and form of the building which had been granted consent. 

3.10 The drawings now being submitted for planning permission differ only in that the foot print is 
smaller due to a reduction in accommodation now being proposed.  In all other aspects the 
external appearance, location and materials being proposed are identical to those already 
approved.  In reality when built the building as submitted will appear identical to that previously 
approved and therefore already comply with Policy PMD2- Quality Standards. 

3.11 A further reasoning for the replacement dwelling is in increasing the sustainability credentials 
of the house. Ensuring it will be design close to passive house standards and being much more 
energy efficient. It will also look to use renewable technologies such as air source heat pump 
and in sustainable drainage solutions.  

3.12 The proposal is also complies with Housing in the Borders Countryside SG as there is evidence 
there was previous residential use on the site through the walls of the former cottage being 
substantially intact but in a state of disrepair.  

Access and servicing  

3.13 Access to the site will be taken from the existing track and access off the narrow public road. 

The service layby and entrance at bellmouth have also been formed in bitmac, as was requested 

by a planning condition on application 10/00655/FUL.  

3.14 It is intended that the dwelling will be serviced by public water supply and a private septic tank 

with discharge via surface water soakaway.  Details of these arrangements have been provided 

in the supporting documents.  

Residential Amenity  

3.15 There will be no residential impact as there are no residential properties nearby.  

Design 

3.16 It is acknowledged that the site sits within the sensitive landscape designation of Cheviot Hills. 

The design and scale of the dwelling has not changed from that given permission in 

17/00104/FUL and it was accepted here that the presence of the cottage has been established 

and accepted in the isolated rural setting for a long time. 

3.17 Despite its elevated location appropriate landscaping has been proposed to ensure the dwelling 

will not be overly prominent in the landscape. 



 

 

3.18 This is a former dwelling therefore we do not consider its rehabilitation to harm the landscape 

setting: its presence has long been established and accepted in this rural and isolated valley. 

Appropriate landscaping will ensure that, throughout time, the appearance will not be overly 

prominent. The design is traditional in form therefore in keeping with vernacular. 

Landscaping  

3.19 The application proposes intense landscaping around all boundaries of the site. Tree planting 

will include native tree planting such as Gean Cherry, Rowan, Hornbeam, Hazel, Birch, Crab 

Apple and Field Maple. Hedge planting is to include the following native species; Hawthorn, 

Blackthorne and Dogrose.  

3.20 The site had previously been enclosed in agricultural steel net stock fencing and a mixed species 

hedgerow had been planted along the northern boundary in compliance with a condition 

attached to application 10/00655/FUL. 

Flooding  

3.21 Review of the Indicative River & Coastal Flood Map (Scotland) prepared by SEPA indicates that 

the proposed development site lies out with the area assessed as having high, medium or low 

flood risk. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

4. CONCLUSION  

4.1 The principle of residential development on the site has already been accepted on the approval 

of application 10/00655/FUL. Further to this, the design and layout of the proposal has also 

already been approved in application 17/00104/FUL. 

4.2 In an assessment of the feasibility of undertaking the development in the consented application 
17/00104/FUL, a number of issues became clear that would be too difficult to overcome 
without great expense and labour were identified. Concerns regarding excavation works and 
door and window openings in existing walls were highlighted as being highly problematic. With 
this in mind it was recommended the derelict farmhouse was instead demolished and rebuilt 
as a safer alternative and one which can be more energy efficient.  

4.3 The rebuilding of the cottage would allow a property once used as a dwelling come back into 
residential use in a way that is safe to construct and is respectful of the sensitive landscape 
within which is it situated.  

4.4 Considerable time has been put into the design due to its location with the Cheviot Hills Special 

Landscape Designation. Sensitive external materials have been selected to ensure the dwelling 

can be visually integrated to an acceptable manner within the surrounding landscape. 

4.5 The design has also taken into careful consideration the layout and positioning of the previous 

farmhouse and has ensured alterations and extensions to the footprint are minimal in nature 

and do not disrupt the original layout of the dwelling. It is also noted the proposed footprint is 

smaller than previously approved schemes. 

4.6 The development is proposing additional high standards of thermal and energy efficiency that 

had previously not been incorporated into the previous application. These elements will achieve 

a carbon dioxide emission rate which is 50% lower than that required by the current building 

regulations.   

4.7 The site can be safely accessed via an existing access and track off the minor public road. The 

service layby and entrance have already been surfaced in bitmac as a requirement of a condition 

on the 10/00655/FUL application.  

4.8 The proposal includes the introduction of landscaping as indicated on the Site Plan which will 

help to assimilate the plot into the landscape, as well as forming a robust boundary on all edges 

of the subject site.  

4.9 Satisfactory private drainage arrangements can be achieved, subject to further details to be 

provided at the next stage in the planning process.  



 

 

4.10 The Planning Authority is respectfully requested to approve this application which will provide 

the replacement of the dilapidated Folly cottage into a residential dwelling matching the design, 

layout and character of the original property. 

 


